Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Maximum Satisfiability (MaxSat), the optimisation extension of the Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem, has in recent years matured into a competitive and thriving constraint optimisation paradigm with several successful applications in a variety of domains \[[@CR7], [@CR8], [@CR11], [@CR16], [@CR18], [@CR19], [@CR31]\]. As a consequence, the development of MaxSat solvers is an active area of research with the state-of-the-art solvers evaluated annually in the MaxSat Evaluations \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\].

In this work, we focus on improving the Implicit Hitting Set (IHS) approach to complete MaxSat solving \[[@CR4], [@CR14], [@CR29]\]. As witnessed by the results of the annual evaluations, IHS solvers are, together with core-guided \[[@CR2], [@CR20], [@CR24]--[@CR26]\] and model improving \[[@CR22]\] algorithms, one of the most successful approaches to solving MaxSat instances encountered in practical applications. IHS solvers decouple MaxSat solving into separate *core extraction* and *optimisation* steps. By using a Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) solver for core extraction and an Integer Linear Programming (IP) optimizer, the IHS approach is able to exploit the disparate strengths of these different technologies.

Through this separation IHS solvers avoid increasing the complexity of the underlying SAT instance by deferring all numerical reasoning to the optimizer \[[@CR13]\]. One drawback of the approach, however, is that on some problems an exponential number of cores need to be extracted by the SAT solver and given to the optimizer. In this paper we identify a seemingly common pattern that appears in the simplest problems exhibiting this exponential worse case. We propose a technique, which we call *abstract cores*, for addressing problems with this pattern. Abstract cores provide a compact representation for a potentially exponential number of ordinary cores. Hence, by extracting abstract cores and giving them to the optimizer we can in principle achieve an exponential reduction in the number of constraints the SAT solver has to extract and supply to the optimizer. The net effect can be significant performance improvements.

In the rest of the paper we formalize the concept of abstract cores and explain how to incorporate them into the IHS algorithm both in theory and practice. Finally, we demonstrate empirically that adding abstract cores to a state-of-the-art IHS solver improves its performance enough to surpass the best performing solvers of the 2019 MaxSat evaluation.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
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Implicit Hitting Set Based MaxSat Solving {#Sec3}
=========================================

Algorithm 1 shows the implicit hitting set (IHS) approach to MaxSat solving. Our specification generalizes the original specification of \[[@CR13]\]. In particular, we use upper and lower bounds, terminating when these bounds meet, rather than waiting until the optimizer returns a correction set as in \[[@CR13]\]. We use this reformulation as it makes it easier to understand our extension to abstract cores.
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                \begin{document}$$ cost (\tau _{ best })$$\end{document}$, even if the optimizer's solution is not a correction set. In fact, termination in the IHS approach always requires that the optimizer be given enough constraints to drive the cost of its optimal solution up to the cost of the MaxSat optimal solution.
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As mentioned above IHS cannot terminate until its optimizer has been given enough constraints to drive the cost of an optimal solution up to be equal to the cost of an optimal MaxSat solution. As shown in \[[@CR12]\] in the worst case this can require giving the optimizer an exponential number of constraints.

Example 2 {#FPar2}
---------
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The results of the 2019 MaxSat Evaluation \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\] witness this drawback in practice. The drmx-atmostk set of instances in the evaluation contain 11 instances with the same underlying structure as Example [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}. Out of these, the IHS solver MaxHS \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\], failed to solve 8 out of 11 when given an hour for each instance, while the best performing solvers were able to solve all 11 instances in under 10s.

Abstract Cores {#Sec4}
==============

Example [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} shows that a significant bottleneck for the IHS approach on some instances is the large number of cores that have to be given to the optimizer. Thus, a natural question to ask is whether or not there exists a more compact representation of this large number of cores that can still be efficiently reasoned with by the IHS algorithm. In this section we propose *abstract cores* as one such representation. As we will demonstrate, each abstract core compactly represents a large number of regular cores. By extracting abstract cores with the SAT solver and then giving them to the optimizer, we can communicate constraints to the optimizer that would have otherwise potentially required an exponential number of ordinary core constraints.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {F}^{n,r}$$\end{document}$. In other words, every soft clause is exchangeable with every other soft clause in these instances. While it seems unlikely that complete exchangeability would hold for other instances, it is plausible that many instances might contain subsets of soft clauses that are exchangeable or nearly exchangeable. In particular, in any MaxSat instance the cost of a solution depends only on the number of soft clauses of each weight that it falsifies. The identity of the falsified soft clauses does not matter except to the extent that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Abstraction Sets.* Suppose we have a set of b-variables all with the same weight and we want to exploit any exchangeability that might exist between their corresponding soft clauses. This can be accomplished by forming an *abstraction set*. An abstraction set, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \textit{ab} . c [i] \leftrightarrow \sum _{b \in \textit{ab}} b \ge i$$\end{document}$. Note that these definitions can be encoded into [cnf]{.smallcaps} and added to the SAT solver using various known encodings for cardinality constraints \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR27], [@CR30]\].
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                \begin{document}$$\textit{ab}\in \mathcal {AB}$$\end{document}$ have the same weight (variables in different abstraction sets can have different weights). Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 1 {#FPar3}
------------

An *abstract core* is a clause *C* such that (1) all literals *C* are either positive b-variables or count variables, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As pointed out in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} every ordinary core is equivalent to a clause containing only positive b-variables that is entailed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {F}_H$$\end{document}$. Abstract cores, can be ordinary cores containing only b-variables but they can also contain positive count variables. Like ordinary cores they also must be entailed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {F}_H$$\end{document}$ (and the count variable definitions that are required to give meaning to the count variables they contain).

Example 3 {#FPar4}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$n \atopwithdelims ()n-r+1$$\end{document}$ different clauses each of which is equivalent to a non-abstract core. It is not difficult to show that entailment in the other direction also holds giving equivalence.

This example demonstrates the expressive power of abstract cores. More generally, let *C* be an abstract core containing the count literals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\prod _{i=1}^k {|\textit{ab}^i| \atopwithdelims ()|\textit{ab}^i|-c_i +1}$$\end{document}$ non-abstract cores. In other words, abstract cores achieve the desideratum of providing a compact representation of a large number of cores. We address the second desideratum of being able to reason efficiently with abstract cores in the IHS algorithm in the next section. It can also be noted that core-guided solvers use cardinality constraints and thus are able to generate abstract cores, although they use these cores in a different way than our proposed approach.

Abstract Cores in IHS MaxSat Solving {#Sec5}
====================================

Algorithm 3 shows the IHS algorithm extended with abstract cores. Its processing follows the same steps as used earlier in the non-abstract IHS algorithm (Algorithm 1). There are however, three changes: (1) the optimizer must now solve a slightly different problem, (2) the abstraction sets are used in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*New Optimization Problem:* The optimization problem shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a is very similar to the previous minimum cost hitting set optimization (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). It continues to minimize the cost of the set of b-variables that have to be set to true in order to satisfy the constraints. Each abstract core $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$< k$$\end{document}$. These definitions ensure the intended interaction between abstract cores and count variables. For example, if the optimizer has the abstract core constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Extracting Abstract Cores:* As before the optimizer's solution is used to create a set of assumptions for the SAT solver. Cores arise from the conflicts the SAT solver finds when using these assumptions. For ordinary cores $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ex-cores} $$\end{document}$ (Algorithm 2) used a set of negated b-variables as assumptions (ensuring that the corresponding set of soft clauses must be satisfied). If the SAT solver finds a conflict over these assumptions, the conflict will be a clause containing only negated assumptions; i.e, a clause containing only positive b-variables. Such clauses are ordinary cores. Hence, if we wish to extract abstract cores, we must give the SAT solver assumptions that consist of negated b-variables and negated count variables. Any conflicts that arise will then contain positive b-variables and positive count variables and will thus be abstract cores.

In the non-abstract case, the optimizer's solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The correctness of the IHS algorithm with abstract cores is easily proved.

Theorem 1 {#FPar5}
---------
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-----
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From the definitions of the count variables in *E* and the soundness of the abstract cores computed as assumption conflicts by the SAT solver, we see that every constraint in the optimizer's model is entailed by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 4 {#FPar7}
---------
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Abstract cores can decrease the worst-case number of cores the IHS algorithm needs to extract. Consider the instances $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {F}^{n,r}$$\end{document}$ from Examples [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}. As discussed in Example [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} when *r* is close to *n*/2 these instances have an exponential number of non-abstract cores all of which must be extracted by the IHS algorithm. If on the other hand all b-variables are placed into a single abstraction set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 1 {#FPar8}
-------------
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The solving strategy of Proposition [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} in fact mimics the Linear UNSAT-SAT algorithm \[[@CR9], [@CR17]\] where the SAT solver solves the sequence of queries "can a solution of cost 1 be found", "can a solution of cost 2 be found", etc. As interesting future work, we note that the framework of abstract cores presented here can be used to mimic the behaviour several of the recently proposed core-guided algorithms \[[@CR23], [@CR25], [@CR26]\].

*Computing Abstraction Sets:* When computing abstraction sets, there is an inherent trade-off between the overhead and potential benefits from abstraction; too large sets can lead to large [cnf]{.smallcaps} encodings for the count variable definitions, making SAT solving very inefficient while with too small sets the algorithm reverts back to non-abstract IHS with hardly any gain from abstraction.

Although the notion of exchangeability has intuitive appeal, it seems likely be computationally hard to identify exchangeable b-variables that can be grouped into abstraction sets. In our implementation we used a heuristic approach to finding abstraction sets motivated by the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To find b-variables that appear in many cores with each other, we used the set of cores found to construct a graph *G*. The graph has b-variables as nodes and weighted edges between two b-variables representing the number of times these two b-variables appeared together in a core. We then applied the Louvain clustering algorithm \[[@CR10]\] to *G* obtain clusters of nodes such that the nodes in a cluster have a higher weight of edges between each other (i.e. appear in cores more often together) than with nodes in other clusters, these were then taken to define an abstraction set. We also monitored how effective the cores found were in increasing the lower bound generated by the optimizer. If the cores were failing to drive the optimizer's lower bound higher, we computed new abstraction sets by clustering the graph *G*, and updated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also found that abstraction was not cost effective on instances where the average core size was in the hundreds. The generated abstraction sets were so large that the [cnf]{.smallcaps} encoding of their count variables definitions slowed the SAT solver down too much. Finally, only we add the [cnf]{.smallcaps} encoding of the count variable definitions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \textit{ab} . c [k] \leftarrow \sum _{b\in \textit{ab}} b \ge k$$\end{document}$.Fig. 1.Cactus plot of solver performance on the unweighted (left) and weighted (right) instances of MSEval 2019. The numbers in parenthesis are the number of instance solved within the time and memory limits

Experimental Evaluation {#Sec6}
=======================

We have implemented two versions of abstract cores on top of the MaxHS solver \[[@CR12], [@CR14]\] using the version that had been submitted to the MaxSat 2019 evaluation (MSE 2019) \[[@CR5]\]. The two new solvers are called **maxhs-abs** and **maxhs-abs-ex**. **maxhs-abs** implements the abstraction method described above, using the Louvain algorithm to dynamically decide on the abstraction sets and extracting both abstract and non-abstract cores in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The **maxhs-abs-ex** solver additionally exploits the totalizer encodings by using the technique of core exhaustion \[[@CR20]\]. This technique uses SAT calls to determine a lower bound on the number of totalizer outputs forced to be [true]{.smallcaps}. This technique can sometimes force many of the abstraction set count variables. We impose a resource bound of 60s on the process so exhaustion is not complete.

We compare the new solvers to the base **maxhs** (MSE 2019 version) as well as to two other solvers: the MSE 2019 version of RC2 (**rc2**) \[[@CR4], [@CR20]\], the best performing solver in both the weighted and unweighted track and a new solver in MSE 2019 called UWrMaxSat (**UWr**) \[[@CR4], [@CR21]\]. Both implement the OLL algorithm \[[@CR1], [@CR25]\] and differ mainly in how the cardinality constraints are encoded into [cnf]{.smallcaps}. As benchmarks, we used all 599 weighted and 586 unweighted instances from the complete track of the 2019 MaxSat Evaluation, drawn from a variety of different problem families. All experiments were run on a cluster of 2.4 GHz Intel machines using a per-instance time limit of 3600 s and memory limit of 5 GB.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} show cactus plots comparing the solvers on the unweighted (left) and weighted (right) instances. Comparing **maxhs** and **maxhs-abs** we observe that abstract core reasoning is very effective, increasing the number of unweighted instances solved from 397 to 433 and weighted instances from 361 to 379 surpassing both **rc2** and **UWr** in both categories. **maxhs-abs-ex** improves even further with 438 unweighted and 387 weighted instances solved.Table 1.The entry in cell (*X*, *Y*) shows the number instances solved by solver *X* that were not solved by solver *Y* in the format \#Unweighted/\#Weighted.Solvermaxhs-abs-exmaxhs-absrc2UWrmaxhsmaxhs-abs-ex7/826/3729/4660/42maxhs-abs2/027/3331/4355/35rc210/2616/3012/2961/50UWr8/2715/327/2161/52maxhs19/1619/1736/3541/45

Fig. 2.Number of instances solved in the 25/48 families of unweighted instances on which **maxhs-abs-ex**, **rc2**, and **maxhs** solved different amounts of instances: 1. kbtree, 2. extension-enforcement, 3. optic, 4. logic-synthesis, 5. close-solutions, 6. min-fill, 7. atcoss, 8. set-covering, 9. maxcut, 10. aes, 11. gen-hyper-tw, 12. frb, 13. bcp, 14. HaplotypeAssembly, 15. scheduling, 16. CircuitTraceCompaction, 17. xai-mindset2, 18. MaxSATQueriesinInterpretableClassifiers, 19. reversi, 20. aes-key-recovery, 21. uaq, 22. MaximumCommonSub-GraphExtraction, 23. protein-ins, 24. drmx-atmostk, 25. fault-diagnosis Fig. 3.Number of instances solved in the 27/39 families of unweighted instances on which **maxhs-abs-ex**, **rc2**, and **maxhs** solved different amounts of instances: 1. BTBNSL, 2. maxcut, 3. correlation-clustering, 4. auctions, 5. ParametricRBACMaintenance, 6. ramsey, 7. set-covering, 8. timetabling, 9. relational-inference, 10. hs-timetabling, 11. frb, 12. mpe, 13. railway-transport, 14. metro, 15. max-realizability, 16. MaxSATQueriesinInterpretableClassifiers, 17. haplotyping-pedigrees, 18. drmx-cryptogen, 19. spot5, 20. af-synthesis, 21. min-width, 22. css-refactoring, 23. shiftdesign, 24. lisbon-wedding, 25. tcp, 26. rna-alignment, 27. drmx-atmostk

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} gives a pair-wise solver comparison of the number of instances that could be solved by one solver but not by the other. We observe that even though the solvers can be ranked by number of instances solved, every solver was able to beat every other solver on some instances (except that **maxhs-abs** did not solve any weighted instances that **maxhs-abs-ex** could not). This speaks to the diversity of the instances, and indicates that truly robust solvers might have to employ a variety of different techniques.

Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} show a breakdown by family for the three solvers **maxhs-abs-ex**, **rc2** and **maxhs**. The plots show only those families where the solvers exhibited different performance. We observe that **rc2** and **maxhs** achieve quite disparate performance with each one dominating the other on different families. **maxhs-abs-ex**, on the other hand, is often able to achieve the same performance as the better of the two other solvers on these different families.

Conclusion {#Sec7}
==========

We proposed abstract cores for improving the Implicit Hitting Set (IHS) based approach to complete MaxSat solving. More specifically, we address the large worst-case number of cores that IHS needs to extract before terminating. An abstract core is a compact representation of a (potentially large) set of (regular) cores. We incorporate abstract core reasoning into the IHS algorithm, prove correctness of the resulting algorithm and report on an experimental evaluation comparing IHS with abstract cores to the best performing solvers of the latest MaxSat Evaluation. The results indicate that abstract cores indeed improve the empirical performance of the IHS algorithm, resulting in state-of-the-art performance on the instances of the Evaluation.

This notion of exchangeability is clearly related to symmetries and exploring this connection is a worthwhile direction for future work.
